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About PDF417 barcode scanner



PDF417 barcode scanner, developed by Microblink, is a business app. Since June 2013, the APK has been ready for download. The app has been installed 470 thousand times. In the past 30 days, the app has seen about 1.9 thousand downloads.


It's currently not in the top ranks.


Its rating, based on 1.7 thousand ratings, is 3.84 out of 5 stars.
The last update of the app was on January 12, 2022.
PDF417 barcode scanner has a content rating
"Everyone".


PDF417 barcode scanner has an APK download size of 6.63 MB and the latest version
available
is 7.12.0.82.
Designed for Android version 5.0+.
Download PDF417 barcode scanner at no cost.



Description



Our simple and easy barcode scanner app, PDF 417, supports a variety of different barcodes.

Show more







More data about PDF417 barcode scanner

	Price	Free to download

	Total downloads	470 thousand

	Recent downloads	1.9 thousand

	Rating	3.84 based on 1.7 thousand ratings

	Ranking	Not ranked

	Version	7.12.0.82

	APK size	6.63 MB

	Number of libraries	20

	Designed for Android	5.0+

	Suitable for	Everyone

	Ads	NO ads







Alternatives for the PDF417 barcode scanner app


Barcoder
Dmitry Kanunnikoff



4.5 




Free

1,000+








QR Scanner - Barcodes All in 1
Serkan Colak



4.5 




Free

5,000+








QR and Barcode scanner
Tien Team



4.5 




Free

1,000,000+








Scan Them All - 2D & Barcodes
webq.gr



3.6 




Free

500,000+








QR Scanner - Barcode Scanner
Juras D infotech



5.0 




Free

50+








QR & Barcode Scanner
Game For Friends



4.1 




Free

1,000,000+








QR & Barcode Scanner, Generato
S&S App



3.9 




Free

500,000+








Easy QR Barcode
Scappatura



5.0 




Free

10+







More from
Microblink



IDsafe: ID & passport scanner
Microblink



4.4 




Free

500,000+








Microblink Identity
Microblink



4.4 




Free

10,000+
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Downloads over time






PDF417 barcode scanner has been downloaded 470 thousand times.
Over the past 30 days, it averaged 65 downloads per day.






Changelog



Show changelog






Developer information for Microblink




Microblink




info@microblink.com





Website



Microblink Ltd.
Devonshire House
60 Goswell Road
London, EC1M 7AD
UK





Are you the developer of this app? Join us for free to see more information about your app and learn how we can help you promote and earn money with your app.



I'm the developer of this app
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Comments on PDF417 barcode scanner for Android



★★★★★
Hi Microblink I worked with your demo... I need this sdk in a project How much for this sdk?


★★★★★
Works well for reading PDF barcodes on UPS packages. However, to read images I have to use another phone to display the image and use this app to read it. Loses a star for that lack of functionality that other apps offer.


★★★★★
Wow! I had a not too clear barcode that was not read by other app, and this read it at distance, even with an angle, in multiple modes. 12 points!


★★☆☆☆
This app is a joke. It reads the numbers in the bottom of barcodes and does not decode the barcodes or find the product. Their other app for the US ID it takes photos of front and back then shows you what your eyes can see only, no barcode decoding. Removed both


★★☆☆☆
There's no way to select text like before. I just want to copy to clipboard, but I don't want to copy all the extraneous junk that wasn't from QR code content. The older versions was better. I hope the author will fix this.


★★☆☆☆
My phone a Wiko will not scan. Ieven downloaded an app, this app hoping that I could scan my scratch-off lottery tickets, but that was wishful thinking And add more wishful thinking and time-consuming and error filled (check and redo) the lottery ticket barcode to enter into promotional drawings. Terribly disappointed in my phone ability to scan. I have used other phones and point and there it scans perfectly. I barely have to do more than point the camera toward it and nothing more.




Google Play Rankings



This app is not ranked




Technologies used by PDF417 barcode scanner


PDF417 barcode scanner is requesting 6 permissions and is using 21 libraries.
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AppBrain Intelligence premium content



Subscribe now to get full and unlimited access to AppBrain Intelligence.
You'll have access to:


	Unlimited pageviews (both app and developer details)
	Recent install count per app (last 30 days)
	Detailed ranking data per app
	Recent install count per developer (last 30 days)
	Full timeline per developer
	Device market shares data per country




1 Month





$75/mo


(billed every month)



SAVE 0%








Subscribe









3 Months





$65/mo


($195 billed every 3 months)



SAVE 13%








Subscribe









1 Year





$57.50/mo


($690 billed every year)



SAVE 23%








Subscribe








Each subscription will automatically renew 3 days before the expiration date for
the same time period. Subscriptions can be cancelled at any time before the renewal.
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